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I have been overwhelmed by the positive response and
congratulatory emails from our readers since ABRUZZISSIMO
Magazine was launched. You, our readers, are scattered across
the globe, many have Abruzzese roots, others fell for the relaxed
lifestyle and bought a holiday home here or moved to the region
permanently. Your stories are different but there is one thing in
common: love for Abruzzo and a desire to learn more about this
unsung corner of Italy.
This issue of ABRUZZISSIMO Magazine is packed with inspiring
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and practical articles to help you to tour Abruzzo virtually — from
the comfort of your home — plan a day out, or dream about your
next trip here. As well as my guide to exploring the beautiful
town of Bominaco and its treasures in a day, we also have a
local historian revealing why he thinks Bisenti is the birthplace of
the notorious Pontius Pilate. We take you to Sulmona to learn
about its garlic tradition, ask two experts where to see the most
beautiful wild orchids in Abruzzo and tell a story of one couple’s
move to Abruzzo that led to a new life and successful tour
business.
On page 30 we announce an exciting competition where you
could win a romantic stay in a luxurious geodome surrounded by
ancient olive trees near the town of Pianella.
I am always keen to hear your views and suggestions, so email
me and we’ll try to incorporate it into a future story.
Happy reading!

A presto,
Anna Lebedeva
Editor
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FESTIVALS, EXHIBITIONS, CONCERTS AND
EVENTS AROUND ABRUZZO

WHAT'S ON

Restrictions are being slowly lifted here in
Abruzzo. Although there will be no events and
festivals for a while, there are plenty of exciting
outdoor activities and online experiences this
month. And for those of you who cannot visit
Abruzzo just yet, we also have a few suggestions
below. All links are clickable.

CYCLING ON THE COAST
CANOE RIDES
Every day in June, the Cooperative Il
Bosso runs beautiful canoe tours on
the Tirino River, one of the cleanest in
Europe. Suitable for all levels of fitness
and families, they last two hours. You
will learn about the local history and
wildlife, jump in the icy waters of the
river and taste a delicious edible water
plant, endemic for this area. The guides
speak English. Price is €30 per person,
with two people per canoe. Booking is
essential. For more information, see Il
Bosso’s Facebook page.

ABRUZZO ON INSTAGRAM

For a curated feed of
magnificent photos of
Abruzzo check out Click for Abruzzo. It is
the escapism we need in our lives right now.

VIRTUAL WALKS AND
COOKING CLASSES
We at ABRUZZISSIMO Magazine have
planned some exciting online experiences
for readers who are missing Abruzzo but
cannot be here right now. Last month we
ran a live virtual tour of Rapino and two
cooking classes (see the recordings on our
Facebook page). In June, we invite you to
go on a truffle hunt, make traditional sweet
deep-fried ravioli, visit Caramanico Terme
and learn secrets of the ancient stone huts
that dot Abruzzo’s mountains – all these
without leaving your home. Check our
Facebook page for the exact dates.
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Treat yourself to beautiful photos and
videos of Abruzzo. Pietro Santucci, a
mountain guide, fills his Instagram account
with stunning images of wolves, bears and
foxes that he meets in the Abruzzo National
Park. A video of young chamois playing in
the snow and photos
of deer walking
among people in
the streets of
Civitella Alfedena
will brighten up
your day.

Via Verde dei Trabocchi is a 42-kilometre
cycling path along the Trabocchi coast.
Although it is not completely
finished yet, you will be able
to cycle some parts of it
this summer. The
10-kilometre stretch
from Ripari di Giobbe
to San Vito Chietino
is partially paved and
accessible, and so is the
path from the Canale Beach
(about four kilometres after
Punta Aderci) to Marina Vasto. You can
watch videos of different stretches of the
cycling path to choose which ones are more
suitable for you on the Via Verde’s site (scroll
to the bottom of the page to the section
Situazione percorribilità).

WHAT'S ON

FESTIVALS, EXHIBITIONS, CONCERTS AND
EVENTS AROUND ABRUZZO
ENCOUNTER WITH A
MARSICAN BEAR

OLD MAP OF ABRUZZO
Have you seen this beautiful old map of
Abruzzo? Created in 1673 by two Dutch
engravers/cartographers, Gerard Valck
and Peter Schenk, it is in public domain
and can be downloaded free. Back then
Abruzzo was divided on Citeriore (lower)
and Ulteriore (upper) and you can see
the Lake Fucino, which hadn’t been
drained yet. The resolutions available
are quite high, so you should be able to
print this beautiful map out, frame it and
admire your home away from home
while planning your next Abruzzese
adventure.

Abruzzo has been home to rare Marsican
brown bears for 4,000 years. In this
fascinating episode of The Wild
podcast, the ecologist Chris
Morgan and naturalist
Bruno Demi go in
search of the
elusive Marsican
bear in Abruzzo,
Lazio and Molise
National Park. The
population of this
shy peaceful bear
subspecies in the region
is only 50 animals and their
future is uncertain. Listen to the episode to
learn more.

JOIN OUR FACEBOOK
GROUP
Abruzzo Expat Community on Facebook is
a group for those who love Abruzzo, have
Abruzzese roots, dream of moving to
the region or live here already. There you
can ask questions, share your stories and
help each other out. Join the group here.

DID YOU KNOW?
There are several locations in Abruzzo
which seem to defy gravity. Strange
phenomena happen on some stretches of
roads in Pescosansonesco and Rosciolo
dei Marsi: on the peak of the road, where
it appears to descend, a car stopped
in neutral rolls backwards uphill. Many
believe supernatural forces play jokes
there, but there is a scientific explanation.
“Gravity hills,” as they are called, are

spots where the surrounding landscape
creates an optical illusion, making a
downhill slope look like an uphill one. If
you want to test gravity hills for yourself
(and explore the beautiful surrounding
areas) you will find them on the road,
just before entering Pescosansonesco,
and also on the road that goes to the
church of Santa Maria in Valle
Porclaneta in Rosciolo dei Marsi.
If you are lost, ask locals where to find
salita in discesa or punto di gravità and
they will give you directions.
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DEFYING GRAVITY

PLACES

A DAY IN BOMINACO
By Anna Lebedeva
Enjoy a day in Bominaco to discover the town’s fascinating history, ancient
monks’ trails and one of Abruzzo’s most beautiful frescoed chapels.

You can study the entire history of Abruzzo

you “just happen upon” while driving to your

in Bominaco, where the layers of history are

destination. You will not spot it from the

clearly visible: the fortified palaces of the

main road. Tucked away in a small valley,

Middle Ages, a few old houses abandoned

shielded by a green mountain from oblivious

by those in search of a better life decades

passersby, it conceals a treasure: the

ago, a propaganda slogan from the

Oratorio di San Pellegrino, which is often

Mussolini era stencilled on a wall, scars and

called Abruzzo’s Sistine Chapel because of

wounds inflicted by many earthquakes —

its magnificent frescoes.

even an ancient well that used to supply
locals with fresh water for centuries.

On summer weekends it is filled with a lively
buzz, but for most of the year you will walk

The town (its original name was Momenaco)

empty quiet streets by yourself. There are no

was founded as part of a Benedictine

shops or bars in Bominaco. The only

settlement, with one of the most prosperous

pizzeria, small and cosy, struggled for a

abbeys of the order in the Middle Ages. Not

while and eventually closed a few months

much is known about its past, but historians

ago.

say it might have been founded around
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Bominaco is not one of those places that

PLACES

A doorway carving in Bominaco with the date "1794"

the 8th or 10th century. The monastery’s
strategic location on the Tratturo Magno,
one of the main ancient trading routes in the
area, its well-managed organisation, and
relative autonomy brought prosperity to
Bominaco. In the early 15th century, the
mercenary army of Braccio da Montone
passed through the town, leaving death and
destruction behind. In the years to follow,
the Church politics and papal interventions
took their toll on the weakened abbey and,
eventually, the monks abandoned Bominaco.
Over the centuries, the economic decline
almost emptied the town, which today has a
population of only 54 people.

has been growing. Every time I go to the
town, I notice more visitors. On summer
weekends, small groups of discerning
tourists — mostly Italian — flock here,
weddings are celebrated in the chapel and
families return to their ancestors’ homes.
Chiara Andreucci, a Bominaco local, told me
that there is one German family in the town

An abandoned house in the town
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In recent years, interest towards Bominaco

PLACES

Oratorio di San Pellegrino

WHAT TO SEE

that has a holiday home and comes back

ORATORIO DI SAN PELLEGRINO

It is a perfect little place for a day trip filled

On a small hill, a short stroll from the town’s

with history, art and nature. I go to Bominaco

historic centre, sit a church and a small chapel,

every few months, as it is one of my

all that remains from the old abbey. Often

favourite places in Abruzzo, and have even

called “Abruzzo’s Sistine Chapel,” the oratory

developed somewhat of a routine. I arrive

is a true gem of medieval art. The plain, almost

early in the morning, hike to the Castello

crude exterior does not prepare you for the

Camponeschi in Prato D’Ansidonia or the

splendour you see inside. The entire chapel,

town of Opi and then back to Bominaco,

from the floor to the ceiling, is covered with

refuel with my packed lunch, chill out

magnificent 13th-century frescoes depicting

admiring the views from the Castello di

the Childhood of Christ, the Passion, the Final

Bominaco and then head to visit the chapel

Judgment and the life of Saint Pellegrino. In

and the church and stroll around the town.

the presbytery part of the chapel, on two
opposite walls, you will see a rare liturgical

I never get tired of this place and often catch

calendar, showing agricultural activities,

myself looking around, waiting to see a monk

saints’ days and lunar phases for each month.

in a black habit slowly walking across a field
or a medieval knight on a horse trotting

Taking photos is not allowed. To switch on

towards the town, his armor glistening in the

the lights in the chapel, you will need a few

sun. Bominaco has that effect: it transports

two-euro coins. If the access gate is locked,

you back in time and makes you forget about

call the custodian’s number displayed on the

the present.
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every summer.

PLACES

A fragment of the liturgical calendar in the chapel

plaque. The custodians, two local women, are
unpaid volunteers, but feel free to give them a
tip. Chiara Andreucci, a certified guide and
Bominaco local, can do tours in English (free,
but a small offering is expected). You can
check her schedule on the parish’s website
and book an appointment by calling 0039 086
293764 or 0039 3286554604.
Opening hours: All days 9am – 12:30pm, 2pm
– 7pm. In winter, the chapel closes at 4pm.

CHIESA DI SANTA MARIA ASSUNTA

church of Santa Maria Assunta, one of the
finest examples of Abruzzese Romanesque
architecture. It features three imposing apses
in the back part, three aisles with beautiful
arches, the altar and the ciborium canopy
held by elegant pillars, the Easter
candelabrum, the pulpit, and a few faded
Inside the chapel

frescoes.
Karl Mancini
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On the hill above the chapel stands the

PLACES
Don’t miss spending some time admiring the
intricate carvings’ details. The rest of the
monastery used to be on the left side of the
church, where you can still see outlines of the
doors that connected the building with the
courtyard, monks’ living quarters, library, and
workshops, which were mostly destroyed in
the 15th century.
Opening hours: the same as above

CASTELLO DI BOMINACO
From the chapel, a steep path leads to the
peak of the Buscito Mountain, topped with the
beautiful ruins of the Bominaco Castle
towering above the town. Its original structure
dates back to the 12-13th centuries, while the
walls and the imposing round tower visible
today were built later, in the 15th century,
after Braccio da Montone’s savage attack. A
local legend says that the souls of those who
were killed by the mercenaries return to the
castle on dark moonless nights looking for
revenge. From here you can admire the
panoramic vistas of the Navelli Plains, hilltop
towns dotted around and the majestic peaks
of Gran Sasso.

Stone carvings on one the church's windows

EREMO DI SAN MICHELE
You will find a small hermitage dedicated to
Saint Michael, the patron of Bominaco, just a
short walk from the town. Follow the signs for the
Grotta di San Michele in the town centre, down
the main street, then turn right, off the main road,
following the path up; after a few hundred metres,
you’ll see an arrow pointing left to the wooded
area. There, at the end of the trail, you will find
carved altar and several stone basins where “holy
water” accumulates. Every year, on May 8 and
September 29, a small procession from the town
comes here for a mass to celebrate the feast of
Saint Michael. The entrance of the hermitage is
always locked. If you want to see it inside, call
the town hall in Caporciano (tel.: 0039 086

Chiesa di Santa Maria Assunta

293731) and pick up the key on your way to
Bominaco.

Karl Mancini
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the hermitage. It is a small cave with a beautifully

PLACES

Bominaco castle

IF YOU LIKE HIKING
HIKE TO CASTELLO CAMPONESCHI

HIKE TO TUSSIO
On the way to Prato D’Ansidonia, you will arrive
at a small stretch of paved road, which goes to
.the cemetery. Turn right (the cemetery will be on
your left) following the signs for Tussio, a small
charming village founded by San Tussio, a monk

I love the hike from Bominaco to the Prato

from Bominaco. Coming up to Christmas, locals

D’Ansidonia Castle (Castello Camponeschi).

organise a lovely artisans’ market here.

It is a relatively easy one-hour (two hours
there and back) walk through oak and pine
woods, on an ancient trail that connected
several medieval settlements. The path is
accessible all year round, but you will need
snowshoes in a snowy winter. Follow the
of turning left to the hermitage, follow the
path that goes straight on to Prata
D’Ansidonia. There are only a few signs, so
you might want to use a Google Maps
navigator if you do not know the area well.
The town of Tussio (see below) will be on
your right, but stay on the path going to the
left, which will bring you to the castle.

Bar Pizzeria Trattoria M&M
An unpretentious family-run trattoria that
serves simple pasta dishes and grilled meats.
Address: Via Roma, 4, Caporciano. Tel.: 0039
086 293751.
Agriturismo 4A
A small farm inn with nine rooms and a
restaurant, which offers traditional dishes with
local ingredients.
Address: Via Panoramica di S. Pietro, 8,
Caporciano. Tel.: 0039 086 2931394
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signs for Grotta di San Michele, but instead

WHERE TO EAT

HISTORY

PONTIUS PILATE FROM BISENTI IN
ABRUZZO
By Angelo Panzone
A legend has it that the notorious Pontius Pilate was born in Bisenti.
Is it just a popular folktale or could there be historic truth to it? A local
history enthusiast lays the facts out to prove that it really happened.
Among historic figures, Pontius Pilate, the man
who crucified Jesus, is one of the most fascinating
because of the air of mystery and uncertainty
surrounding him. Wrapped in great infamy, his
name is mentioned every day in every Catholic
church around the world, yet we know very little of
him and his affairs. There are no clear historic
records of Pilate before his nomination on the post
of the governor of the Roman province of Judea,
nothing that could helps us create an
unambiguous picture of him. Some even question
his existence.

BIRTHPLACE
Many locations, most of them in modern Abruzzo,
lay claim to being the birthplace of Pontius Pilate
based on local legends. Among them all, Bisenti is
the place that boasts the most articulate legend,
which can be referenced with unquestionable
historic facts. This small town on the slopes of the
Gran Sasso mountains is where the important
settlement of Beregra might have been, located
between the Roman colonies of Hatria, the modern
day Atri, and Pinna, today’s Penne.

historians, lived in the nearby Roman colony of
Hatria and might have been related to Emperor
Tiberius.

THE GOVERNOR OF JUDEA
Beregra, where Pilate was born and raised,
made part of the Roman district called Palestina
Piceni, where middle eastern Semitic people
fleeing from the land of Canaan had settled a
few centuries earlier. They heavily influenced
local traditions, introducing their customs and
different cultural aspects, including some
elements of their native Aramaic language.
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The Pontii were a well-known family of Samnite
origin. One of Pilate’s ancestors, Pontius Aquila, a
Tribune of the Plebs, took part in the conspiracy
that in 44 B.C. resulted in the assassination of
Julius Caesar. Like all other conspirators, he was
forced into exile, far away from important power
games and family ties. For this reason, Pontius
Aquila and his family were sent to Beregra, and
this is where later, his decendant — Pontius Pilate ‐
— was born. It is very likely that Pilate later married
Claudia Procula who, according to some

The welcome sign at the town's entrance
proclaims that Bisenti is the birthplace of Pilate

HISTORY

Bisenti used to be enclosed by defence walls

Having grown up in a setting where a middle
eastern influence was strong, Pontius Pilate
easily beat the competition for the post of
Governor of Judea. It is very likely that
Emperor Tiberius had no doubts about
assigning the job to someone familiar with the
cultural sensibilities of the Jews.

No historic documents talk about the
notorious governor of Judea in depth, but
many of them seem to agree that he was badtempered, stubborn, corrupt, spiteful,
dictatorial and cruel. To know more, we can
refer to detailed texts recounting the Passion
of Christ such as the Gospels, including the

Fonte Vecchia fountain

apocryphal ones, which did not make it into the
Bible. However, it is important to remember that
their portrayal of Pilate was influenced by the
prefect’s role in the trial of Jesus and his
crucifixion.
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It has been said that Pilate’s nomination
might have had something to do with
favouritism because of his wife’s family’s
possible relation to the emperor. However, I
would like to believe that Tiberius chose Pilate
not as a military figure to enforce strict laws
and rigid discipline, but rather as someone
who could be an ambassador with an
appropriate cultural background, capable of
governing efficiently, without delays and
misinterpretations.

HISTORY
BRICK AND MORTAR AS PROOF
For tangible proof of Pontius Pilate’s presence in
Bisenti, go to see the qanat water system and the
building that locals call “Pontius Pilate’s House.”
The qanat is an underground aqueduct common
for middle eastern countries and in Bisenti you
will find one similar to the hydro system in
Jerusalem, which was built by Pilate with temple
money during his time in Judea as governor.
Follow the signs for Fonte Vecchia and you will
arrive at an ancient fountain, constructed as part
of the qanat system, which brings water from
various sources in the surrounding hills to the
town.

Pontius Pilate’s House

From the moment when the notorious
prefect was removed from his post in 37CE,
there is no more news about him; official
historiography was not interested in Pilate
and his achievements after that. No wonder
different hypotheses and speculations about
his fate flourished in the absence of reliable
information.

So can we say that when removed from his job
in Judea, Pilate returned to his homeland and,
while awaiting for Roman authorities to decide
his future, built there an aqueduct like the one in
Jerusalem? It is possible, especially given the
fact that the main tunnel of the qanat system in
Bisenti runs towards the so-called Pontius Pilate
House. The water there is fed into a well, which
Pilate used to access fresh water at home and
didn’t have to go to the public fountain like the
rest of the people in town. In the past, just like
today, certain privileges went to people of
importance.

We wanted to demonstrate that, like in many
legends — along with elements of folktale —
there is a solid historic base.
Pilate's house on a ceramic tile from Castelli
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I wrote the book Io, Ponzio Pilato di Bisenti
together with Graziano Paolone, my
childhood friend. Born and bred in Bisenti, we
both love our town and are passionate about
its history. After many years of research we
wrote the book, as we believed the legend
about Pilate being born here and could not
accept the scepticism and irony that
sometimes accompanied the story.

HISTORY

PONTIUS PILATE’S HOUSE
The building, which nowadays stands in the
place where, according to locals, used to be
the ancient villa of the prefect Pontius Pilate,
actually, itself does not present the
constructional and architectural features of
the typical Roman domus. The house has
clear medieval origins but it was erected on
an earlier structure, which shows some
details typical for patrician dwellings. One
side of the building presents a portico with a
small courtyard that makes us think of a
vestibule of Roman houses; on the
pavement of this courtyard are still visible
remains of ancient flooring made with
pebbles laid out in patterns, which are very
similar to the mosaics in Roman villas. In
addition, just before the courtyard, there is
an area that might have been an atrium of
the so-called Pontius Pilate’s House.
Underneath it, two enormous cisterns are
present, which, judging by the building
technique of their walls made with Roman
concrete (opus caementicium) and traces of
waterproof plaster of opus signinum type
seem to be precisely of the ancient Roman
period. So it would not be without a base to
assume that these were cisterns, in which
rain water was collected to be used for
cleaning rooms and watering the plants on
the peristyle porch. This way the precious
fresh water drawn from the qanat tunnel,
which passed within the Pilate’s domus, was
reserved for drinking and washing.

How to find Casa di Ponzio Pilato
To find Pontius Pilate’s House look for the
main roundabout in Bisenti, in front of the
Intesa Sanpaolo bank. Go along the road on
the left side of the bank. On the left you will
see the local police station (Carabinieri), to
the right, Via del Pastificio. Follow that road,
past two yellow Humana containers for
clothes collection. About 50 metres from
them, you will see a stone building with
arches on the left. That is the house that
locals call “Casa di Ponzio Pilato.”
How to find the qanat
From the main roundabout, go past the
Pasticceria Donatella. Immediately after the
pasticceria turn right and follow a set of steps
down to the road and follow it to the left,
between buildings.
As you come out to a small square, turn right.
Look up, and there should be a sign on the
wall of the yellow house for “Fonte Vecchia.”
To your left you will see stone steps leading
down to the fountain. It is not well kept, so
the pavement will be wet. Peek through a
rectangular opening to see the ancient water
tunnels. The inscription on the fountain,
March 1730, refers to the restoration date,
not its construction.
Angelo Panzone is a Bisenti local, history
enthusiast and the co-author of the book Io,
Ponzio Pilato di Bisenti. Translation and
photos by Anna Lebedeva
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An excerpt from the book Io, Ponzio Pilato di
Bisenti by Graziano Paolone and Angelo
Panzone, 2015, published by Ricerche &
Redazioni.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

TRADITION

SULMONA'S RED GARLIC
By Linda Dini Jenkins
For many centuries, farmers cultivated red garlic in the fields around Sulmona.
The tradition continues and the fragrant bulb is in high demand these days.

Peligna, caught my eye, and I had to learn

platoon in the US Army during World War II.

more. The outer, papery wrappers of the

When I was a little girl, he would often make

Sulmona red garlic (aglio rosso di Sulmona)

me my favorite pasta: linguine aglio

are white, but the cloves inside are covered

olio, he called it. Spaghetti with olive oil and

with rich cranberry coloured wrappers. The

garlic. So simple and delicious. I wish we

taste is unique – both sweet and pungent at

had known about the famous red garlic of

the same time, with an intense aroma – and

Sulmona, because I’m sure it would have

flavorful enough so that you use less than you

made it even better.

normally would in a recipe.

LONG TRADITION
I discovered red garlic in 2010, on my first
trip to Abruzzo. The intricate garlic braids
at the market in Sulmona, in the Valle

And those braids? They are the traditional way
to store the precious bulbs, consisting of 52
bulbs, one for each week of the year –
testament to the fact that this garlic has such
a long shelf life when kept in a cool, dry place
(See "Making Garlic Braids" below).
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My uncle, Fred Dini, was the cook in his

TRADITION
Sulmona’s aglio rosso has one other tasty

it as an endangered heritage food "culturally

benefit that is unique to the species: scapes

or historically linked to a specific region,

(zolle). These are the flowery stalks that

locality, ethnicity or traditional production

grow from the bulb and which must be

practice,” according to Slow Food USA. The

removed (about one month before harvest)

growing region was given a Protected

so that the bulb can fully mature. Once this

Geographical Indication (PGI) to further

delicacy is harvested – generally in late May

promote and conserve the variety.

– the scapes can be cooked and served
as a side dish or preserved in oil (sott’olio).

The opening of European markets in 1993
led to a profound reduction in the areas

Red garlic has a long tradition here in

cultivated with Rosso di Sulmona garlic.

Abruzzo, with growing methods passed

“Unfortunately, the production yield per

down from generation to generation. While

hectare of Sulmona Red Garlic is lower than

garlic originated in Mesopotamia, the first

that of the varieties of garlic grown in Spain

known records of garlic in Abruzzo date

or France,” reports Antonio Ricci, an

back to the mid-nineteenth century, when

agronomist with close ties to the revival of

historian Panfilo Serafini (1817-1864) wrote

Sulmona red garlic. “They are equally red,

in his Historical Memory of Sulmona, “We

yes, but have considerably inferior qualities.”

cultivate various species of cabbage, celery,

Still, in the Valle Peligna, Spanish or French

fennel, endive, garlic, etc.”

red garlic started to be grown and marketed
as Rosso di Sulmona – a move that actually

In 2008, historian Franco Cercone, writing in

risked making the Sulmona variety

Sulmona’s Red Garlic in Folk Medicine and

disappear.

Traditional Peligna Gastronomy, reported
that in 1876, “one hectare sown in garlic
yielded 510 Lire to the farmer, a decidedly
substantial sum in those days, since in this
period a day of harvesting costs 2,50 Lire.”
What happened?

ENDANGERED SPECIES

with hoarding, price fixing and stringent
trade regulations, with the result that in
1929 it was reported that during the prior six
years an average of only 15 hectares of
garlic were grown in all of Sulmona.
In the 1980s, as production was further
decreasing, red garlic was added to the Slow
Food movement’s Ark of Taste, designating

Red garlic at the market in Sulmona
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The history of the crop is complicated, rife

TRADITION
ON THE RISE
In 2009 a group of talented farmers
established the Consortium of Sulmona
Garlic Manufacturers (Consorzio Produttori
Aglio Rosso di Sulmona) – now numbering
more than 60 registered growers, which
is about 50-60% of all the farmers who
cultivate the bulb – with the aim of
relaunching the crop, certifying the

Cloves of aglio rosso di Sulmona

production, and marketing it with a label

Here’s the Abruzzese version of the pasta dish

that would guarantee the origin and quality

my uncle made for me:

of the product. The Consortium, supported
by interventions of the regional agricultural

LINGUINE CON AGLIO ROSSO, OLIO E

policy, restored the crop and put Rosso di

PEPPERONCINO

Sulmona in the National Register of
Vegetable Varieties. Happily, the crop is

1 lb linguine

currently in full expansion phase and is

4 tbsp best quality extra virgin olive oil

loved and consumed throughout Italy.

2 large cloves aglio rosso di Sulmona, sliced
thin

In 2020, an overall area of about 300

Good pinch of dried hot pepper flakes (or use

hectares has been allocated for the

one small diavoletto, if available)

production of Sulmona Red Garlic, with

Handful of fresh parsley, chopped finely to

Consortium members accounting for 150

yield 2 tbsp

hectares. Ricci estimates that 1800 tons will

Fresh ground pepper, to taste.

be produced this year, not including the 200
tons of scapes, for a total annual crop

Bring a large pot of salted water to boil and add

estimated at seven million euros.

the linguine before you start the sauce.

ITALY ONLY

In a large, heavy skillet heat the olive oil over
medium heat. Add the red garlic and hot pepper.

absorbed by the Italian market, both through
large retailers and in fruit and vegetable
shops. In fact, the request has been higher
than the demand for the past few years. No
foreign commercial channels have yet been
pursued for the raw bulbs, although
producers hope that the fragrant bulbs from
Sulmona will conquer overseas countries in
three-to-four years.

Cook for about three -to-five minutes, stirring
until the garlic just starts to change color. Add
the parsley, mix it in, then remove the skillet
from the heat. Add the cooked and quickly
drained linguine to the skillet, toss, and serve
immediately with some grated cheese.
A crusty bread and a glass of Montepulciano
d’Abruzzo wouldn’t hurt, either. Buon appetito!
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Currently, aglio rosso production is totally

TRADITION

MAKING GARLIC BRAIDS
By Anna Lebedeva
Red garlic is harvested at the start of July and
left to dry for 10-15 days. After that, the bulbs
are sorted by size and, as the old local
tradition dictates, garlic braids are made.
Unlike many other types of garlic, aglio rosso
di Sulmona is never treated chemically after
the harvest. For centuries, the only way to
store it was in braids hung in a cool dry place.
This method allows better air circulation and
the garlic can last for up to 10 months.
I went to the house of Filippo Centofanti and
Franca Allegra to see how garlic braids are
made. Filippo proudly showed me the prize he
had won a few days before: Mister Aglio
Rosso. The local jury of experts picked his
Perfect garlic braids

garlic as the best in the area that year. “They
evaluate the shape, colour, uniformity and
size, as well as the taste”, explained Filippo.
“My garlic is pungent but not too much, with
a hint of sweetness, just the way aglio rosso
di Sulmona should be.” And he is certainly an
expert: his grandfather and father cultivated
the garlic and taught him a thing or two.

braid the bulbs. They didn’t talk much, and
when I asked what is the key to making a
good braid, Franca smiled and said: “A lot of
practice.” This year Filippo, Franca and
Alberto will harvest two tons (weight after
drying) of garlic, so they will have many
braids to make. To see whether a braid is
made by an expert, you have to look on the
Franca Allegra making garlic braids

back: it has to be straight with the leaves
tightly wrapped in a neat even pattern.
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Franca and her son Alberto sat down to

LIVING

A NEW LIFE IN ABRUZZO
By Jake Rupert
A visit to their Abruzzese relatives inspired a Canadian couple to move to
Abruzzo where they started a new life and a successful business.

We started coming to Abruzzo in 2006 after
reconnecting with my wife Lisa’s relatives in
San Sebastiano dei Marsi, a tiny mountain
village in the province of L’Aquila. The
people were warm and welcoming, the
mountains were spectacular, the Adriatic
Sea was only a short drive away, the food
was delicious, and the wine was rich and
plentiful. For the next few years, we came for
the village festival followed by a week
renting a place somewhere else in Abruzzo.
Each trip, it got harder and harder to leave.

SLOW PACE OF LIFE
We soon realized that as beautiful as the
region is, as warm as the people are, and as
good as the wine is, what we were really
falling in love with was Abruzzo’s culture. In

Jake, Lisa and their dog Vita

Abruzzo, there is a slower pace where
gentle lifestyle to our hectic lives in Canada’s

where people care more about what music

capital city of Ottawa and feel the stress levels

you like than what you do for a living. A

rise. We would be out the door early, me to my

place where a discussion about what kind of

uninspiring cubical at the municipal government

sauce goes best with which shape of pasta

and Lisa to her job as a federal criminal

can last for several glasses of wine. A place

prosecutor. Our nightly conversations often

where the measurement of a good day is not

drifted back to Abruzzo and to its relaxing pace.

in what you accomplished, but in how

Sure, the economy was not great and many

relaxed you were at the beach.

people were out of work, but it did not seem to
matter. They took care of each other. They

Each time, we would return from Abruzzo’s

did not sweat it.
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relationships come before work. It is a place

LIVING

Jake and Lisa bought and restored a historic villa
in Torre de’ Passeri (centre of the photo)

PERMANENT MOVE

Finally, in 2015, we moved to Abruzzo full-time to
oversee the renovation on the historic villa that we
bought on the outskirts of Torre de’ Passeri, a town
in the foothills of the Pescara River valley. In 2016,
we welcomed the first guests to our all-inclusive
tour company that focuses on Abruzzese culture,
history, food, wine, and lifestyle. Our first four years
were successful. This year was booked solid, too,
until Covid-19 appeared, but we expect things to
return to normal later this year or next year.

In Canada, we used to jump out of bed worried
about work, now we wake up wondering how we
can make things nicer for our guests each day.
Instead of board rooms and court rooms, we have
business meetings at the beach or at the local
cafe. We live in a cosy rented apartment in town,
but from November until late March we close the
villa to guests and move in ourselves, filling our
days with rest and and relaxation and nights by the
fire listening to music or watching movies. On our
daily walks through town, we are greeted by name
by almost everyone we meet. Our big decision
each day is what to eat, and, yes, sometimes there
is a debate over which pasta to pair with which
sauce. We fell in love with Abruzzo, and moving
here was the best decision we ever made.
Jake Rupert and his wife Lisa run Amazing
Abruzzo Tours.
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Our careers were stressful but manageable, and
well paid. We had a good thing going in Canada.
Nice house, no kids, a couple of dogs, recreation
property on a river, a few vacations per year. We
thought we could maybe even buy a small property
in San Sebastiano dei Marsi to have a home base in
Abruzzo. Maybe we could retire there. But the more
we thought about it, the more we both realized that
our wants to live a more Abruzzese lifestyle became
needs to find a way to live Abruzzese lives
permanently.

I am not going to say it has all been a breeze.
The flipside of the relaxed lifestyle is the sclerotic
bureaucracy, projects that limp along at a snail’s
pace, and a lack of caring about getting things
done that still sometimes shocks my North
American “get-it-done” sensibilities. Still, for us, the
benefits of living in Abruzzo beat the drawbacks by
a big margin.

OUTDOORS

WALKING AMONGST
ORCHIDS
By Michelle Reid
Abruzzo is one of the best places in Italy for wild orchid spotting, with some
of the rarest species growing in the mountains. Two experts share their
favourite walks and locations for discovering these rare fascinating plants.

Lady's Slipper orchid (Cypripedium calceolus).
Photo by Emilio Esteban-Infantes/Flickr

Marilena Del Romano, Doctor of Environmental
Sciences, naturalist guide, and educator at the
Regional Nature Reserve I Sorgenti del Pescara.
“Wild orchids are interesting for their diversity of
size, shape, and colour. Some of these
fascinating plants have developed highly
specialised reproduction methods. Certain

ASTONISHING DIVERSITY

species are reliant on symbiotic relationships

“The Majella National Park is home to over half
of the wild orchid species found in Italy,
boasting more than 80 varieties of the 150
Italian orchidee spontanee recorded,” says

grow. It is a slow and delicate process, which

with fungi in order for the seed to germinate and
means that some orchids grow unseen
underground for up to 15 years before they
come into flower above the surface.”
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Abruzzo truly is the perfect place to discover
wild orchids. From April, May and into June the
fascinating wild orchids, or orchidee spontanee
as they are known in Italian, grace both the
lowlands and the highlands on a scale you
would be hard pressed to find anywhere else.

OUTDOORS
that crosses the Majella mountain range, The
Majella National Park’s "Freedom Trail" (Sentiero
della Libertà).
The Majella National Park’s Freedom Trail is a
two-day trail from Sulmona to Palena, marked
on the park maps and on the waymarkers along
the route with an “L” (for “libertà”). It follows
ancient mule tracks that were used during the
latter stages of World War II by prisoners fleeing
from Campo 78 Prisoner of War camp in Fonte
d’Amore, Sulmona.

Naked-man orchid. Photo by Stuart
Haines

“Although you have the perfect opportunity to
see a lot of wild orchids by walking the two-day
trail, you don’t have to walk the entire route to
enjoy the rich variety of orchids it offers,” says
Stuart. “There are several sections of the path
that are easily accessible to all, from where you
can see a significant variety of the Majella
National Park’s wild orchid species. Personally, I
think that one of the best parts of the trail for
spotting the orchids is by taking the first section
of the Freedom Trail in reverse, the Sulmona –
Cansano section.

ORCHID SPOTTING

When Stuart Haines, author of two Cicerone
Walking in Abruzzo guides, founder of the website
Sulmona Valley Walks, and botany enthusiast,
wants to see wild orchids this time of year, he
heads to one of the most important historical trails

Elder-flowered orchid. Photo by Cristina
Sanvito/Flickr
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Marilena says that this time of year you can go for
a walk in the valley or up in the mountains and spot
wild orchids in many places. “We walked through
the fields by our house this week and spotted eight
different orchid varieties in the space of just two
hectares. For me, however, the place to see wild
orchids in Abruzzo is around the town of Palena in
the Province of Chieti. More than 60% of the orchid
species found in the Majella National Park grow
in Palena, equivalent to 35% of the total species
found in Italy. If you are going to come across the
rarest and certainly the most spectacular of our wild
orchids anywhere, the Lady’s slipper, it is going to
be there.” She adds that there is no one specific
place that is better than another, so you have to
simply get out and explore the tracks and trails
within Palena comune.

OUTDOORS

Bee orhid. Photo by Claude Dopagne/Flickr

“From San Donato church in Cansano, follow the
“L” trail down provincial road S.P. 55 until you
branch off on to the unmade track heading in the
direction of Colle Mitra. You only need to walk the
path for a kilometre or so through the plain to be
able to spot a number of different orchids. It is an
ancient landscape that has lain undisturbed for
centuries and, as a result, wild orchids have been
able to flourish here. Just to the sides of the “L”
path that cuts through the plain I have been able
to spot a variety of species including, amongst
others, the Lady orchid, the Monkey orchid, the
Military orchid and the Bee orchid.”

HIGHER UP

If truth be told, there is no shortage of places at
this time of year for discovering orchids in
Abruzzo’s captivating wilderness. The most
important thing is to get outside and start looking.
With these recommendations, you now at least
have a few options for where to start.

Remember that all wild orchids in Abruzzo
are protected. You must never pick orchid
flowers or remove them from their natural
habitat.
The Majella National Park Authority has
produced an excellent free guide to the orchids
of the Majella National Park in Italian that you
can download here.
A detailed free guide to Italian wild orchids in
English can be downloaded here (click the green
button “Download PDF”).
Michelle Reid is an Abruzzo-based translator,
blogger, outdoor enthusiast and modern history
enthusiast.
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Another orchid trail that Stuart recommends
starts from the stunning medieval mountain town
of Campo di Giove and passes through the Cerreto
Plain. Because it is a fairly easy section of the
path with no particularly steep inclines, it is ideal
for all ages and abilities. “Again, for ease of
access I would think about taking the Freedom
Trail path in reverse,” advises Stuart. “This time
the section from Campo di Giove back towards
Cansano, starting from the picnic area just along
from Campo di Giove station and heading through
the forest. Within 1.5 km you can experience a
wholly different display of varieties. The higher

elevation here means that the habitat is quite
different from that of Cansano, therefore there
are very different orchid species to be found. Here
you will come upon shorter, cropped varieties that
grow well at higher altitudes, including the stunning
yellow Elder-flowered orchids.”

FOOD & WINE

BEST EATS

AN ABRUZZO CLASSIC
By Lucas Lanci
La Bilancia is located in Loreto Aprutino and is
popular with the locals and Italians visiting from
other regions, as well as tourists from all over the
world. The restaurant is part of a hotel — also called
La Bilanica — and is big enough to fit a small army
of hungry patrons daily. Sergio Di Zio and his
charismatic wife, Antonietta Marrone, have
managed the restaurant for over 30 years, making it
the institution that it is today.
Their specialties are locally sourced meats, with a
big emphasis on lamb, grilled using oak and a more
obscure wood called “cerro,” or turkey oak to give
the meat a special flavour. Sergio has always made
sure that I order enough carne alla brace to feed
myself for a whole week.
Their homemade pasta alla mugnaia, one of
Abruzzo’s classics, is also a major draw. It is made
with a simple tomato sauce, veal and pork, and
some pecorino cheese shaved right on top. This is a
dish that can be traced back centuries and
encapsulates the pure ethos of cucina povera.
One of my personal favourites, and not to be missed,
is the homemade pappardelle with a wild hare ragu.
It is a dish that is hard to find and even harder to find
made well — but here they excel. I personally am
such a big fan of all of their pasta dishes, that I order

both, enjoying every bit of the gluttony knowing
very well that a long nap is absolutely essential
after a feast of such proportions.
Even after all this, it would be foolish to skip out
on their selection of locally made cheeses,
because when eating this much, why not try it
all? One thing that may not be as obvious as their
impressive food is their wine. As vino da tavola,
they offer wine from one of the most famous
wineries in all of Italy, Azienda Agricola Valentini,
right up the street from them. Valentini makes
some of the finest and most cherished white
wines in the country.
And last, but not least, their olive oil, always
sourced from Loreto Aprutino, is some of
Abruzzo’s best and is always flowing freely at
each table. Mangerete e berrete tutti bene!
Price: €30-60 per person
Address: C.da Palazzo 11, Loreto Aprutino
Telephone: +39 0858289321
https://www.hotellabilancia.it/
Lucas Lanci is an Abruzzo-based professor at
Florida State University (Florence Campus) and a
consultant to food, wine, and hospitality
businesses.
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WINE

WINES AGED IN
AMPHORAE
By Lucas Lanci
Some of Abruzzo’s top wine producers are
utilizing one of the world’s most ancient ways to
store and age wine: terracotta, more commonly
known as clay. In the last century, oak and
stainless steel have been the primary materials
used in storing wine, while terracotta was pushed
aside as a thing of the past.
Recently, this has changed and more natural
wineries in Abruzzo are realizing the benefits of
terracotta as being more in tune with their
philosophy of making wine.
The clay vessels meant to store and age wine are
called amphorae (in Italian, anfora, orci, or simply
terracotta). Historians have uncovered amphorae,
either unlined or lined with beeswax that are over
6,000 years old, specifically made for fermenting
and ageing wine. In fact, almost every ancient
civilization has been found to ferment, age, and
store wine in amphorae. Different materials used
for ageing wine can impart different flavours in
the final product. For example, stainless steel
does not allow oxygen into the wine while ageing
and does not contribute any additional flavours.
Instead, it showcases the true flavours of the soil,
microclimate, and grapes. Oak, on the other hand,
contributes to the slow oxidative ageing and
affects the taste by imparting flavours from its
tannins.

ROSSO ANFORA by LAMMIDIA
Montepulciano d’Abruzzo 100%. Aged
in amphora for 10 months. This
medium-full bodied wine is not just
good...it sings! Goes well with all
classic pasta dishes, arrosticini, and
aged pecorino cheese.
Buy from: Rollingwine.com, Don
Gennaro in Pescara.
Price: €23
TREBBIANO D’ABRUZZO DOC ANFORA
by AZIENDA AGRICOLA CIRELLI
Trebbiano 100%. Aged in Amphora for
12 months. One of the better-known
amphora wines from Abruzzo. Paired
with white meats, hearty bean dishes,
and grilled fish, it can turn a great meal
into a stellar experience.
Buy from: Liberty Enoteca in Lanciano,
Callmewine.com
Price: €22
GIARA BIANCO by CANTINA
INDIGENO
Trebbiano 100%. A fantastic example
of what a skin-contact white wine
aged in amphora can be. More
complex flavours than a standard
white wine, with developed notes like
lightly roasted nuts and caramelized
fruits. This pairs well with grilled
vegetables, fior di latte and pecorino
cheeses with fava beans.
Buy from: Rollingwine.com, Don
Gennaro in Pescara.
Price: €18
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Amphorae can be considered to be in the middle
between stainless steel and oak. They can allow
oxygen into the wine but not as much as oak. They
“pull” out some of the acidity in the wine creating a
“rounder” taste, and do not impart strong flavours
like oak can, leaning much more to the neutral
side, like stainless steel. As clay is an
excellent thermal conductor, the temperature is
regulated naturally, without any need for additional
climate control equipment.

Below are my three top picks of wines aged
in amphora made by natural wine
producers in Abruzzo.

RECIPES

TRADITIONAL RECIPE WITH A
TWIST
By Connie De Vincentis
One of the oldest recipes in Abruzzo that
takes form in various guises is for the famous
calcionetti, cavcinitt, caggntt' or caciunitt –
deep-fried ravioli-shaped small pastries with a
filling. The name and stuffing vary in different
areas of Abruzzo. The most common are
either a mixture of chickpeas sweetened with
concentrated grape must or with just a basic
grape jam. There are few homes in Abruzzo
where some version is not made during the
festive Christmas season.
When I first came to live in Abruzzo, the only
recipe I knew was the chickpea version, which
my family in Australia made religiously every
Christmas. But my mother-in-law, Donnina,
introduced me to an amazing version of
calcionetti with honey and almonds. Her son,
now my husband, is a beekeeper, so her supply
of honey was abundant and it was her recipe
of choice.

Honey has accompanied, often behind the
scenes, the history of Italian nourishment from
the remote past to our current days. Used by
the Etruscans as a votive offering, honey was
mentioned for the first time by the Romans in
detailed descriptions of its culinary usage,
which was that of a sauce for savoury dishes.
Today, in Italian cuisine, honey is mostly used

Below is my mother-in-law’s recipe for
calcionetti that I make for special occasions.
You will need only a few simple ingredients
and some patience for frying them.
Connie runs Home Restaurant in Tocco da
Casauria where she cooks traditional Abruzzesi
dishes.

LIVE COOKING CLASS
ABRUZZISSIMO Magazine
has invited Connie for a
Facebook Live to show our
followers how to make
calcionetti. Watch the class
on our Facebook page on
June 6 at 3pm CEST.
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While in my town of Tocco da Casauria, where
she lived and where I live now, the chickpea
version was the norm, and she introduced her
recipe from the province of Chieti to the locals.
Considered the expert of the honey and
almond calcionetti, Donnina eventually started
making them for the whole town during the
Christmas season.

in desserts such as torrone, panforte and
fritters. Honey is a favoured ingredient in
southern cuisine, as the Southern part of Italy
has experienced the strong influence of the
Arabs, whose palates have a preference for
sweet and sour combinations. A spoonful of
honey can sweeten a glass of tea, turn a plain
piece of bread into a treat, glaze a delicious
barbecued sparerib, or serve as the basis for
an unforgettable salad dressing.

RECIPES

CALCIONETTI WITH
ALMONDS AND
HONEY
INGREDIENTS
Makes about 40 small calcionetti

Place your flour on a pastry board and create
a well in the centre. Pour wine and oil in the
formed well and add a pinch of salt. Knead the
dough gently until it doesn’t stick to your
hands and is easy to handle, but do not overdo
it. Cut thick dough slices and roll them into

300 gr of almonds, preferably,

long strips (approximately 3 mm thick and 7

unpeeled as they have more

cm wide) with a rolling pin or a pasta

flavour; you will peel them at a later

machine.

stage
3 tablespoons of firm honey

Place a teaspoon of the honey and almond

(millefleur or similar)

mixture in the centre of your pastry strip,

600 gr all-purpose flour

ensuring there is sufficient space between the

150 ml extra virgin olive oil

scoops for sealing the edges. Fold the dough

300 ml white wine

over, seal the edges and cut ravioli-like shapes

Vegetable oil for frying

with a pastry cutter. Seal the calcionetto
gently with fork tines and place on a floured

PREPARATION
Boil the almonds for two minutes, strain
and peel. Place almonds on an oven tray
and toast in the oven until they are
golden. Cool and chop finely. Mix them

surface while you prepare the rest.

Heat up the vegetable oil in a pot (at least an
inch) and deep fry the calcionetti until golden
brown. When they have completely cooled,
sprinkle with icing (powdered) sugar.

with the honey and place in fridge while
you prepare your pastry.
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RECIPES

RED WINE AND
CHERRIES - A MATCH
MADE IN ABRUZZO
By Antonella Santilli
Preparation of Ratafià in Abruzzo is part of a
subtle family alchemy, almost a rite, which is
passed down from one generation to another,
like an invisible thread connecting with the
past. The Ratafià liqueur is made with sour
Amarena cherries and Montepulciano
d’Abruzzo wine. Its name derives from a legal
phrase “Ut rata fiat” meaning “the deal is
made”. In the past, when a contract was
signed, the tradition called for a toast with
Ratafià.

INGREDIENTS
1 kg ripe sour Amarena cherries
1 litre Montepulciano d’Abruzzo
0.3 litre spirit 95%

Every year, at the end of June, when the cherry
tree in our family garden is bright red with the
fruit, I carefully select the best amarene. I take
a bottle of red wine and pour it over all the
ingredients in a large glass jar, which I leave in
the sunniest spot on my balcony for 40 days. I
always make sure to take the jar inside every
night and on cloudy days to make sure it stays
at a more or less constant temperature and
doesn’t cool down too much.
Then, as the tradition requires, I bottle the
liqueur on the Feast of San Lorenzo, August 10.
Yes, it might seem like a lot of hassle to
take care of the precious jar for so long but, at
the end, when my Ratafià is ready, drinking it
with friends and family is a great reward.

300 gr sugar
10 cherry leaves
3 pods of star anise
1 cinnamon stick

PREPARATION
Wash and pit the cherries. Put them in
a large glass jar (or clear glass bottle)
together with the leaves, wine and the
spices (don’t fill the jar right to the rim,
leave a little breathing space). Close the
jar and leave it in the sun.

Bottle the Ratafià with a few whole
cherries. The liqueur needs to rest in a
dark place for another month. Ratafià gets
better with age!
Antonella Santilli lives in the Chieti
Province and blogs about recipes with wild
plants and flowers on Fiori di Malva.
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After 40 days, filter the liquid three times,
add the alcohol and sugar and leave to
rest overnight.

LETTERS
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I enjoyed the first issue so much that I couldn't
resist reading parts of it to my husband. Said
husband hates to be read to, so it was a
surprise that he asked to know what else was in
the magazine after I convinced him that the
Capestrano Warrior he saw in Capestrano was
not the original. He is now in the process of
signing up for his own subscription.
Nelson and I moved to Abruzzo almost five
years ago. That story is a book in itself. His
grandparents left Barrea is 1913 and settled in
New Jersey. They raised their children to be
Americans, seldom telling them anything about
the life they left behind. Nelson sat by his
mother's bed as she was dying and asked her to
please, at last, tell him where his grandparents
came from. In one of her lucid moments she
finally answered: "Barrea. It is in L'Aquila." That
is where our own journey started. Did Nelson
have family left? Would they accept him?
It turned out that Nelson is related to almost
everyone in Barrea, as well as other folks in
Alfedena and Castel di Sangro. He is so happy
to live among the people, who bring back the
memories of his childhood with his
grandparents. The people here treat him as a
family member, who had just been away for a
while.

Barrea and its lake

During WWII, Barrea was occupied by Nazis
and they turned the little village upside down.
My husband had a newly discovered third
cousin, who spent a week telling him about his
family, her life as a young girl in the occupied
town, and her eventual immigration to Ohio.
Why did Germany occupy this tiny village? We
found out, on a visit to Monte Cassino, that we
live along the Gustav Line.
Thank you for bringing out the beauty of our
region. We are inspired to do more
exploring locally. We are looking forward to the
next issue!
Stay safe,
Jan Thatcher, Barrea.

Send your letters to
editor@abruzzissimo.com
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I would like to suggest that you consider a visit
to Barrea. It is a sleepy little village most of the
year. In August, it turns into a Little Napoli. First
mention of the village dates to the 9th century.
The main reason people make a trip to Barrea is
to see the lake. Our front window overlooks the
lake and we check her every day to see what
mood she is wearing.

COMPETITION
WIN A ROMANTIC STAY IN A
LUXURIOUS GEODOME IN PIANELLA
At ABRUZZISSIMO Magazine we love
receiving letters so much that we decided
to run a competition for those who love
writing them. Send us a story about your
favourite place/town/village in Abruzzo.
The overall winner will be announced in
September and receive a very special prize.

PRIZE:
One night stay in a luxurious geodome in an
olive grove at the glamping site Cerchio del
Desiderio in Pianella. For two people or a family
of three. The stay is for one night, SundayThursday, and is valid until 31 October 2021.
Breakfast in bed and bicycle hire for two people
are included.

TO ENTER:
Subscribe to the magazine;
Send a story about your favourite
place/town/village in Abruzzo (300-500 words)
with one-two photos (entries without photos are
also accepted) to editor@abruzzissimo.com.
Tell us what makes it special for you, when and
why you visited it, what is there to see and do.
The competition ends on August 15. We will
pick the best stories and publish them in the
magazine. One winner will be announced in the
September issue of ABRUZZISSIMO Magazine.
By submitting your stories and photos, you give
us the right to publish them in the magazine
with your name in the byline. Let’s share a little
of your love for Abruzzo!
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NEXT ISSUE

ABRUZZISSIMO
MAGAZINE
GHOSTS AND LEGENDS
OF PACENTRO
A day trip to the
medieval town

ESCAPE IN THE MOUNTAINS

W in
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How Caramanico Terme locals
saved lives of two war prisoners

PECORINO CHEESE
FROM FARINDOLA
Made by women for two
thousand years

FOOD AND WINE STORIES,
TRADITIONAL RECIPES

NEXT ISSUE IN YOUR INBOX ON JULY 3
Subscribe to ABRUZZISSIMO here

